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Surface-activated-bonding-based InGaP-on-Si double-junction cells
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InGaP-on-Si double-junction cells were fabricated by the surface activated bonding of InGaP-based top cell layers grown on GaAs substrates to
Si-based bottom cells and the selective etching of GaAs substrates. The open-circuit voltage of the double-junction cells in the tandem operation
was close to the sum of the open-circuit voltages of the top and bottom cells. The efﬁciency in the tandem operation of the n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si
double-junction cells was higher than the efﬁciencies of the respective subcells. © 2014 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

1.

Introduction

Tandem solar cells composed of stacks of group-III–arsenideor phosphide-based subcells with different band gaps1–7) are
promising candidates for the third-generation solar cells8) and
have reportedly shown the highest conversion efﬁciencies
among a variety of solar cell structures.9) For metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)-grown InGaP/
InGaAs/Ge tandem cells,6) which have a typical tandem cell
structure, a conversion efﬁciency greater than 30% was
reported. Efﬁciencies were increased by concentrating solar
light on cells with smaller areas, i.e., by employing the
concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) approach.10,11)
Higher efﬁciencies in the tandem cells can be achieved
by increasing the number of subcells or by decreasing the
thermal dissipation of energy absorbed in each subcell.8) In
this scheme, the combination of their band gaps must be
selected so that the currents due to photons absorbed in the
respective subcells are equal to one another, or the currentmatching condition must be fulﬁlled. Furthermore, Ge-based
bottom cells in the above structures should preferably be
replaced with Si-based ones from a practical viewpoint since
Si is the most widely used semiconductor material in the solar
cell industry. Thus, group-III–arsenides or phosphides/Si
junctions are likely to be the ideal structure for tandem cells.
The majority of previously reported tandem cells were
fabricated by growing the entire semiconductor-layer structure on substrates or through the monolithic approach. The
growth of compound-semiconductor-based cells on Si
substrates or on Si-based bottom cells was reported.12–14) It
is difﬁcult, however, to prepare tandem cells with a larger
number of subcells on Si substrates in a similar way because
(1) the lattice constants and thermal expansion coefﬁcients of
semiconductor materials for the respective subcells are likely
to be different from each other and (2) the anti phase domains
often appear in layers of group-III–arsenides or phosphides
grown on Si substrates.15)
Tandem cells can alternatively be fabricated by bonding
subcells or using the hybrid approach.16–18) In conventional
bonding, the surfaces of samples must be carefully treated
prior to the bonding and samples must be heated when
bonding them in order to achieve bonding interfaces with
excellent electrical characteristics,16,19) which are essentially
required to achieve high efﬁciencies.
Surface-activated bonding (SAB), in which samples are
bonded to each other after their surfaces are activated by Ar

plasma irradiation,20–25) has enabled us to fabricate semiconductor junctions without heating samples.20) Consequently, junctions of dissimilar materials with different
thermal expansion coefﬁcients can be made by SAB. The
structural properties of Si/Si junctions were previously
observed.21,22) The current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of
SAB-based Si/Si, Si/GaAs, Si/InP, and Si/GaN junctions
were reported.23,24,26)
We investigated the electrical properties of SAB-based
Si/GaAs junctions by measuring their I–V and capacitance–
voltage characteristics.27) We successfully bonded the backsides of nitride-based cells fabricated on GaN substrates were
successfully bonded to epitaxially grown InGaP cell
structures by SAB so that nitride/InGaP-double-junction
cells were formed.28) We also measured the I–V characteristics of p–n junctions fabricated from a variety of semiconductor layers with different doping concentrations.29)
We found that the resistance across the bonding interface
Rinterface decreased as the concentrations of impurities in
p- and n-doped layers increased. The lowest Rinterface that we
obtained was 0.13 ³0cm2.
In this work, as the ﬁrst step in realizing group-III–
arsenide- or phosphide-on-Si multi-junction cells, we fabricated n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si, p-on-n InGaP/(100)-Si, and
p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction cells by attaching
InGaP-based top cells to Si-based bottom cells by SAB. We
measured their I–V characteristics and examined the relationship between the characteristics of the double-junction cells
in the tandem operation and those of the constituent subcells
in order to discuss the feasibility of SAB.
2.

Experimental procedure and results

2.1

Tandem cell fabrication
We prepared n-on-p (100) Si-based bottom cell structures by
the ion implantation of phosphorus atoms to high-resistivity
(10.9 ³0cm) p-type (100) Si substrates and the subsequent
rapid thermal annealing. The dose and acceleration energy
used in the ion implantation were 4.3 © 104 cm¹2 and 10 keV,
respectively. The temperature and duration of the annealing
were 900 °C and 1 min, respectively. Preparatory measurements using SIMS suggested that the distribution of the
concentration of phosphorus atoms revealed a peak with
a height of 6 © 109 cm¹3 at a depth of 12 nm after the
annealing. We also formed p+ layers by the ion implantation
of boron atoms and annealing in order to obtain good ohmic
contacts on the backsides of the bottom cells. The dose and
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Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic cross section of an n-on-p InGaP/
(100)-Si double-junction cell. (b) Semiconductor-layer structures of p-on-n
InGaP/(100)-Si and p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction cells.

acceleration energy were 1.05 © 1015 cm¹2 and 10 keV,
respectively. We estimated that the distribution of the
concentration of boron atoms revealed a peak with a height
of 1.4 © 1020 cm¹3 at a depth of 50 nm after the annealing.
The lattice-matched n-on-p InGaP top cell structures were
obtained by the MOCVD growth of the etch stopper layer,
top-cell structure, and contact layer on (100) GaAs substrates.
The contact layer of the top cell structures was bonded to the
bottom cell structures by SAB. After the GaAs substrates
were selectively etched off, n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double
junction cells were fabricated using a conventional device
process sequence, i.e., by the selective etching of the etch
stopper layers, the mesa etching of the top cell, the formation
of contacts, and the deposition of an anti reﬂection ﬁlm.
The schematic cross section of the double-junction cell is
shown in Fig. 1(a). The constituent n-on-p InGaP top cells,
which were composed of an n+-doped GaAs emitter contact
layer (150 nm, 1 © 1019 cm¹3), an n-doped InAlP window
layer (10 nm, ³5 © 1017 cm¹3), an n-doped InGaP emitter
layer (40 nm, ³1 © 1018 cm¹3), a p-doped InGaP photo
absorption layer (550 nm, ³1 © 1017 cm¹3), and a p+-doped
InGaP back-surface ﬁeld layer (100 nm, ³1 © 1018 cm¹3),
were placed on a p+-doped GaAs contact layer (150 nm,
³1 © 1019 cm¹3). The emitter and base contacts for the top
cells and the base contacts for the bottom cells were
fabricated by evaporating Ti/Au and Al, respectively,
without alloying. The area of the emitter mesa of the top
cells was 1-by-1 mm2. The width and pitch of the emitter

Fig. 2. (Color online) I–V characteristics of (a) an n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si
double-junction cell, (b) an n-on-p (100)-Si-based bottom cell, (c) a p-on-n
InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell, (d) a p-on-n (100)-Si-based bottom
cell, (e) a p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction cell, and (f ) a p-on-n
(111)-Si-based bottom cell measured at room temperature under the
conditions of air mass 1.5 G and one sun.

grids were 10 and 100 µm, respectively. Note that the
characteristics of the top cells as part of the double-junction
cells are measurable by probing the contacts formed on the
exposed base layers. We fabricated p-on-n InGaP/(100)-Si
and p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction cells in a similar
manner. Their semiconductor-layer structures are shown in
Fig. 1(b).
2.2

Cell characterization
The I–V characteristics of the respective cells were measured
using an in-house solar simulator under the conditions of
air mass 1.5 G and one sun at room temperature. The I–V
characteristics of the n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction
cell are shown in Fig. 2(a). The characteristics observed in
the tandem operation and those of the top cell are shown in
the ﬁgure. Figure 2(b) shows the I–V characteristics of the
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Table I. Parameters extracted from the respective cell characteristics.

Tandem

Top cell

Bottom cell

VOC (V)

1.59

1.05

0.56

JSC (mA/cm2)

5.07

4.72

23.97

(4) The series resistance in the tandem operation,
Rser,tandem , is slightly smaller than the series resistance in
the top cell, Rser,top . In contrast, Rser,tandem is larger than that
in the bottom cell, Rser,bottom . In addition, Rser,tandem is much
larger than Rinterface (µ0.1–0.2 ³0cm2).29) Typically for the non-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell, Rser,tandem , Rser,top ,
and Rser,bottom are 98, 183, and 2.9 ³0cm2, respectively.
(5) The ﬁll factor in the tandem operation, FFtandem , is
larger than that of the top cell, FFtop .
(6) The efﬁciency of the n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si doublejunction cell in the tandem operation (11.1%) is higher than
that of the p-on-n double-junction cells (6.0–6.2%). Similarly, the efﬁciency of the top cell in the n-on-p InGaP/
(100)-Si double-junction cell (6.3%) is higher that in the
p-on-n double-junction cells (3.6–4.0%). Furthermore, in the
n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell, the efﬁciency in
the tandem operation is higher than those of the constituent
top and bottom cells. In each of the two p-on-n doublejunction cells, the efﬁciency in the tandem operation is
higher than that of the top cell but lower than that of the
bottom cell.
(7) JSC,top in the n-on-p double-junction cell (7.26
mA/cm2) is larger than JSC,top ’s in the p-on-n double-junction
cells (3.94 and 4.72 mA/cm2).

FF (%)

77.0

72.9

77.8

3.

Efﬁciency (%)

6.2

3.6

10.4

n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell
Tandem

Top cell

Bottom cell

VOC (V)

Parameter

1.85

1.32

0.55

JSC (mA/cm2)

7.31

7.26

26.50

FF (%)

82.1

65.6

68.1

Efﬁciency (%)

11.1

6.3

9.9

Series resistance (³0cm2)

98

183

Shunt resistance (³0cm2)

³2 © 104

2.9

³2 © 104

³3 © 103

Tandem

Top cell

Bottom cell

p-on-n InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell
Parameter
VOC (V)

1.84

1.30

0.56

JSC (mA/cm2)

4.08

3.94

23.66

FF (%)

79.4

78.0

76.8

Efﬁciency (%)

6.0

4.0

10.2

Series resistance (³0cm2)

26

34

Shunt resistance (³0cm2)

³4 © 103

1.8

³4 © 103

>1 © 104

p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction cell
Parameter

Series resistance (³0cm2)
2

Shunt resistance (³0cm )

22

26

³3 © 10

3

1.6

³4 © 10

3

>1 © 10

4

independently fabricated n-on-p (100)-Si-based bottom cell.
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) the show results for the p-on-n InGaP/
(100)-Si double-junction cell and bottom cell, respectively.
Results for the p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction
cell and bottom cell are shown in Figs. 2(e) and 2(f ),
respectively. The series and shunt resistances were simply
estimated by numerically calculating dI/dV under the zerocurrent and zero-voltage conditions, respectively, for the
respective I–V characteristics.
The values of the parameters extracted from the respective
I–V characteristics are shown in Table I, from which we
obtained the following ﬁndings:
(1) In the n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell, the
open-circuit voltage in the tandem-cell operation, VOC,tandem
(1.85 V), is almost in agreement with the sum of the opencircuit voltage of the top cell, VOC,top (1.32 V), and that of
the bottom cell, VOC,bottom (0.55 V). Similar results are also
obtained for the other double-junction cells.
(2) In each double-junction cell, the short-circuit current in
the tandem operation, JSC,tandem , is slightly larger than that in
the top cell, JSC,top . In contrast, JSC,tandem is much smaller than
the short-circuit current in the bottom cell, JSC,bottom . In the
n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell, for example,
JSC,tandem and JSC,top are 7.31 and 7.26 mA/cm2, respectively,
both of which are smaller than JSC,bottom (26.50 mA/cm2).
(3) The difference between JSC,tandem and JSC,top is the
largest for the p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction cell
(5:07  4:72 ¼ 0:35 mA/cm2). The difference is the smallest for the n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell
(µ0.05 mA/cm2).

Discussion

The ﬁnding that Rser,tandem in each double-junction cell is
much larger than Rinterface [ﬁnding (4) mentioned above]
suggests that the dominant factor determining the series
resistance in the tandem operation is the resistance at
contacts, which is possibly the resistance at the grid-shaped
emitter contacts of the top cell. Note that the contacts were
made through the non-alloy process. The fact that Rser,top is
higher than Rser,tandem can be explained from this viewpoint
since the resistance at the base contact of the top cell, which
was also formed through the non-alloy process, as well as
the internal resistance in the doped base layer are assumed
to additively contribute to Rser,top . The difference between
FFtandem and FFtop [ﬁnding (5)] is also related to the result
that Rser,top is larger than Rser,tandem .
The values of Rser,tandem observed in the present work are
much larger than the series resistance in the well-established
triple-junction cells applied to CPV, which is reportedly
µ0.02 ³0cm2.6,11) A lower series resistance might be obtained
by optimizing the formation of ohmic contacts and making
bonding interfaces of more highly doped layers.
The observation for short-circuit currents that JSC,top <
JSC,tandem  JSC,bottom [ﬁnding (2)] implies that the performance in the tandem operation is limited by the characteristics
of the top cell. The higher efﬁciency in the tandem operation
in the n-on-p double-junction cell than in the p-on-n doublejunction cells [ﬁnding (6)] is, consequently, attributable to
the difference in JSC,top between the n-on-p and p-on-n top
cells [ﬁnding (7)]. Given that the short-circuit current in
InGaP-based cells strongly depends on the thickness of
the absorption layer up to 1 µm,30) the difference in JSC,top
between the n-on-p and p-on-n top cells might be attributable
to uncontrolled ﬂuctuations in the thickness of the InGaP
absorption layer (nominally 0.55 µm). The difference in
JSC,top could also be explained by the valence-band offset of
InAlP/InGaP interfaces, which is reportedly larger than the
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InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction cell, might be explained in
reference to the equivalent circuit of the double-junction
cells. In the n-on-p InGaP/(100)-Si double-junction cell, an
efﬁciency of 11.1% was attained in the tandem operation,
which was larger than the efﬁciencies of the top and bottom
cells. Higher efﬁciencies in the tandem operation are assumed
to be achieved by revising the layer structures of the top cells
and the process for fabricating contacts, which are likely to
increase the short-circuit current of the top cells and decrease
the series resistance.
Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit of the double-junction cells in the short-circuit
tandem operation.

conduction-band offset.31) In either case, the efﬁciencies in
the top cells hence those in the double-junction cells in the
tandem operation are likely to be increased by revising the
layer structure in the top cells.
The equivalent circuit of the double-junction cell in the
short-circuit tandem operation is shown in Fig. 3. The top
cell in the equivalent circuit is composed of a current source
due to the solar light illumination (JL,top in the ﬁgure), a p–n
diode with the saturation current Jsat,top , and Rsh,top , which are
connected parallel to each other. The fact that JSC,top 
JSC,bottom means that, in such operation modes, the bottom
cell is effectively replaced with a voltage source, Veff,bottom ,
whose magnitude is close to VOC,bottom . Veff,bottom is likely to
induce changes in both of the currents ﬂowing through the
p–n diode and Rsh,top in the top cell, which are assumed to
bring about JSC,tandem larger than JSC,top . The most marked
increase in JSC in the p-on-n InGaP/(111)-Si double-junction
cell among the fabricated double-junction cells [ﬁnding
(3)] is quantitatively explained by the lowest VOC,top , which
suggests that Jsat,top is the largest, and the smallest Rsh,top in
this cell.
The result that VOC,tandem  VOC,top þ VOC,bottom in each
double-junction cell [ﬁnding (1)] indicates that the top and
bottom cells are electrically connected. Also noting that even
double-junction cells composed of InGaP-based top cells
grown on (100) GaAs substrates and (111)-Si-based bottom
cells normally operate as tandem cells in spite of the
difference in the crystal symmetries in the bonding layers, the
surface-activated bonding is assumed to be promising as a
practical method of fabricating hybrid tandem cells with high
efﬁciencies, although the fundamental properties of the
bonding interfaces as well as the mechanism inducing an
electrical conduction across the interfaces are not yet
completely understood.
4.

Conclusion

We fabricated three types of InGaP/Si double-junction solar
cells by attaching InGaP-based top-cell layers grown on
GaAs substrates to Si-based bottom-cell structures and
selectively etching off the GaAs substrates. In each doublejunction cell, the open-circuit voltage in the tandem operation
was almost in agreement with the sum of the open-circuit
voltages of the top and bottom subcells. The magnitude of the
difference between the short-circuit currents in the tandem
operation and top cell, which was the largest in the p-on-n
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